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A procedure is considered that upgrades the Lagrangian description of quantum relativistic particles to the
Lagrangian of a proper field theory in the case that the Klein-Gordon wave equation is classically interpreted
in terms of a relativistic subquantum potential. We apply the resulting field theory to cosmology and show that
the relativistic version of Bohm’s subquantum potential which can be associated with a homogeneous and
isotropic distribution of particles behaves as though it was a cosmological constant responsible for the current
accelerating expansion of the Universe, at least in the limit where the field potential vanishes.
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With the advent of the increasingly compelling evidence
for an accelerating expansion of the Universe @1–4#, the tra-
ditional problem of the cosmological constant @5#, which dis-
turbed theoreticians a couple of decades ago, has now be-
come even more acute @6#, as it has actually been replaced by
the problem of the nature of the so-called dark energy @7#. In
scarcely five years a rather impressive influx of papers has
been published which try to shed some light on the question
of what type of stuff is homogeneously and isotropically per-
vading the Universe up to nearly 70% of its whole energy
content and is able to currently make it evolve as though it
was dominated by an antigravity regime @8#. Several candi-
dates have been claimed to make up this dark energy. The
first and most obvious option was—and still continues to
be—a positive cosmological constant. The problem with this
interpretation is similar to the old cosmological-constant
problem: why is the currently required value of this quantity
so much smaller than is predicted by fundamental theories
@5#? Promoting the cosmological constant to the status of a
vacuum field having its own dynamics has raised a rich
plethora of possibilities which are described by means of a
slowly varying scalar field generically denoted as either
quintessence models @8# or tracking models @9#, depending
on whether the parameter v entering the equation of state is
or is not a constant. Recent constraints on that equation
of state @10# seem nevertheless to point toward a value
v521, which corresponds to the cosmological constant, or
even @11# to values v,21, which are associated with the
so-called phantom dark-energy models that predict a big rip
in finite time. Generalized Chaplygin gas models @12# and
even further generalizations from them @13# have also been
recently claimed to describe unified models of dark matter
and energy. All such models have the interesting character-
istic of describing by means of a single entity—the gas—
both the dark matter and dark energy as given limiting cases.
Finally, I would like to mention also the so-called tachyon
model @14# for dark energy which quite remarkably con-
structs a concept of dark energy from very fundamental and
simple relativistic principles which are promoted to their
field-theory counterparts. Although there are many other in-
terpretations of dark energy, a review of which can be found0556-2821/2004/69~10!/103512~8!/$22.50 69 1035in Refs. @7,8#, those mentioned so far look the most promis-
ing.
In this paper we shall suggest a new interpretation for
dark energy that is essentially based on a generalization of
the tachyon model. Keeping in mind the idea that dark en-
ergy should somehow reflect the otherwise unobservable ex-
istence of a cosmological substance which will also have an
essentially quantum-mechanical nature, and promoting the
so-called Bohm classical interpretation of quantum mechan-
ics @15# to the status of a field theory in a similar way to its
development from classical relativistic mechanics to finally
produce the model of tachyonic dark energy @15#, we will
thus be able to finally propose a simple ‘‘classical’’ field-
theory model for dark energy which does not necessarily
depend on the existence of any potential for the vacuum
scalar field, and show the imprint of its truly quantum origin,
formally in much the same way as does Bohm’s classical
interpretation of quantum mechanics.
Starting with an approximate approach, we develop some
fundamental aspects of the field theory resulting from up-
grading the ‘‘classically’’ interpreted quantum particle prop-
erties to field variables, which we also connect to current flat
cosmology. Among the different limiting situations that we
shall consider from that field theory, we single out one with
vanishing field potential as the most interesting interpretation
for dark energy in this paper: It is the subquantum potential
associated with the particles that should be interpreted as
being the cosmological constant responsible for dark energy.
The paper can be outlined as follows. In Sec. II we shall
discuss a formalism based on applying some approximations
to the relativistic energy-momentum relation with a subquan-
tum potential. Fundamental aspects of the field theory are
discussed in Sec. III where a recipe is given to compute the
field potential. Section IV contains the description of a cos-
mological model which is based on coupling the full field
Lagrangian to Hilbert-Einstein gravity. We summarize and
conclude in Sec. V, where we also add some relevant discus-
sion and comments.
II. AN APPROXIMATE MODEL
From the real part of the Klein-Gordon wave equation
applied to a quasiclassical wave function R exp(iS/\), where©2004 The American Physical Society12-1
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real functions of the relativistic coordinates, if the classical
energy E5]S/]t and momentum p5„S are defined, one
can write @15#
E22p21VSQ
2 5m0
2
, ~2.1!
where m0 is the rest mass of the involved particle and VSQ is
a relativistic subquantum potential,
VSQ
2 5
\2
R S „2R2 ]2R]t2 D , ~2.2!
which should be interpreted according to Bohm’s idea @15#
as the hidden subquantum potential that accounts for pre-
cisely defined unobservable relativistic variables whose ef-
fects would be physically manifested in terms of the indeter-
ministic behavior shown by the given particles. From Eq.
~2.1! it immediately follows that p5AE21VSQ2 2m02. Thus,
since classically p5]L/]@q( t˙) @with L being the Lagrangian
of the system and q the spatial coordinates, which depend
only on time t, q[q(t)], we have for the Lagrangian
L5E dq˙ p5E dvA m02
12v2
1M 2, ~2.3!
in which v5q˙ and M 25VSQ
2 2m0
2
. The latter quantity is by
no means ensured to be positive definite in the general
theory. In fact, one could easily consider rest masses that
would exceed the subquantum potential. Actually, if the par-
ticle is assumed to move locally according to some causal
law, then the classical expression E5]S/]t and p5„S ,
where S is the classical relativistic action, are locally satis-
fied. Hence, we can average Eq. ~2.1! with a probability
weighting function P(x ,t)5uR(x ,t)u2, so that
E E E dx3P~x ,t !~E22p21VSQ2 !
5^E2&av2^p2&av1^VSQ
2 &av5m0
2
,
with the averaged quantities coinciding with the correspond-
ing classical quantities and ^VSQ
2 &av being a constant. Now
the velocity of the particle can be defined to be
^v&av5
^p2&av
1/2
~^p2&av2^M 2&av!1/2
,
in which ^M 2&av5^VSQ
2 &av2m0
2
. Thus, in the general par-
ticle theory, ‘‘effective’’ slower than light, faster than light,
and lightlike particles can be defined to satisfy, respectively,
m0.^VSQ
2 &av , m0,^VSQ
2 &av , and m05^VSQ
2 &av , so implying
different values and signs for the quantity ^M 2&av , and hence
M 2.
In the classical limit \→0, VSQ→0, and hence we are
left with just the classical relativistic Lagrangian for a par-
ticle with rest mass m0. As shown by Bagla, Jassal, and
Padmanabhan @14#, promoting the quantities entering this10351simple Lagrangian to their field-theory counterparts allows
us to get a cosmological model with tachyonic dark energy.
In what remains of this section we shall explore the question
of what kind of cosmological models can be derived if we
apply an upgrading-to-field procedure starting with Lagrang-
ian ~2.3!. For such an upgrading formalism we shall use
throughout the paper the one employed by Padmanabhan
et al. @14,17,18#, except for the harmless presence of the con-
stant subquantum potential. Our procedure is thus based on
upgrading the coordinate q(t) to a field f which, by relativ-
istic invariance, will depend on both space and time while q˙ 2
is replaced by the quantity ] if] if . This also makes it pos-
sible to regard the mass parameter m0 as a potential function
of the field f , thereby obtaining a given field theoretic La-
grangian. The Hamiltonian structure of the resulting theory
will be algebraically similar to that of special relativity
equipped with a subquantum potential term. The theory will
in this way allow for solutions depending on both space and
time, with finite momentum and energy densities analogous
to some descriptions arising in string theory. For more details
on that formalism and its motivation I address the reader to
Refs. @14,17,18#.
Two approximate limiting situations will be considered in
this section, starting with particle-theory cases where m0
<VSQ which ensures that M 2.0. First of all, we shall look
at the case of most cosmological interest, which corresponds
to the limit of small values of the rest mass, m0→0, for
which the Lagrangian becomes
L.AVSQ2 2m02E dvS 11 m022~VSQ2 2m02!~12v2!D
5AVSQ2 2m02v1
m0
2
AVSQ2 2m02
lnF S 11v12v D
1/4G .
~2.4!
This Lagrangian is positive definite whenever VSQ.0. For
nonzero values of the subquantum potential, we can have
physical systems with nonzero Lagrangian even for the
massless case where v51 and m050 simultaneously. This is
made possible since the existence of the subquantum poten-
tial allows us to consider an ‘‘effective’’ rest mass given by
M[AVSQ2 2m02. On the other hand, since the subquantum
potential VSQ can take on both positive and negative values,
the associated field theory can lead to positive or negative
pressure, respectively. Choosing VSQ,0 and hence L,0, in
the massless case m050, v51, we have
L52uVSQu. ~2.5!
Generalizing to a field theory in the general case m0Þ0, v
,1 requires the upgrading q(t)→f , a field which will
thereby depend on both space and time, f(r ,t), replacing
v2[q˙ 2 by ] if] if and the rest mass m0 by a generic poten-
tial V(f). In the extreme massless case, however, the La-
grangian ~2.5! does not contain any quantity that can be up-2-2
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theory in the massless case is no longer zero, but it is also
given by Eq. ~2.5!.
We shall regard here the Lagrangian ~2.5! as containing
all the cosmological information that corresponds to a uni-
verse whose dark energy is given by a positive cosmological
constant, provided the field f is homogeneously and isotro-
pically distributed. This can be accomplished if, e.g., the
subquantum potential is interpreted as that potential associ-
ated with the hidden dynamics of the particles, which are
homogeneously and isotropically distributed in the universe.
Assuming next a perfect fluid form for the equation of state
of the cosmic field f , i.e., introducing a stress-energy tensor
Tk
i 5~r1P !uiuk2pdk
i
, ~2.6!
where the energy density r and the pressure p that corre-
spond to Lagrangian ~2.5! are given by
r5uVSQu, p52uVSQu, ~2.7!
and the four-velocity is
uk5
]kf
A] if] if
. ~2.8!
From Eqs. ~2.7! and the conservation equation for cosmic
energy, dr523(r1p)da/a , it again follows that r5k2
5uVSQu5const, so that the resulting Friedmann equation a˙
5ka/mP (mP being the Planck mass! yields the expected
solution for the scale factor a5a0 exp@k(t2t0)/mP#. Equa-
tions ~2.7! immediately lead, moreover, to a characteristic
parameter for the perfect fluid state equation which turns out
to be constant and given by v5P/r521. We can conclude
therefore that if m050, v51 @i.e., V(f)50 and ] if] if
51 in the field theory# and VSQ,0, the hidden dynamics of
particles or fields causes a subquantum potential to appear,
inducing the presence of a pure cosmological constant given
by L5k5AVSQ. When the rest mass is m0Þ0 and very
small, there would be a nonzero field-theory potential
V(f)→m0 and the subquantum medium would correspond
to a cosmic dark energy which would somehow behave like
some sort of ‘‘tracking’’ quintessential field @9#. In fact, in
such a case we had for negative VSQ and small but nonzero
m0,
L5p52uM uA] if] if2
V~f!2
4uM u lnS 11A] if] if12A] if] if D ,
~2.9!
with M being now given by M[M @V(f)#
52AVSQ2 2V(f)2, where V(f) is again generally defined
through the upgrading procedure, i.e., m0→V(f). The pres-
sure p is then a definite negative quantity such that ] if] if
,2V(f) only if ] if] if is sufficiently smaller than
(] if] if)c , with10351A~] if] if!c
12~] if] if!c
5lnF11A~] if] if!cA12~] if] if!cG .
The energy density which together with the pressure p
enters the equation of state p5v(f)r would then read
r52
V~f!2
2uM ~f!u F A] if] if12] if] if 2lnS 11A] if]
if
A12] if] if
D G .
~2.10!
We then note that for the considered range of the kinetic term
we can always in fact choose a range for the parameter en-
tering the equation of state which satisfies 0>v(f)>21.
In the limit that the rest mass and the subquantum poten-
tial take on very similar values, which is the second situation
we shall briefly consider, the Lagrangian can be approxi-
mated as
L.m0E dvA12v2 5
1
2 m0 lnS 12A12v211A12v2D
1/2
.
~2.11!
Such a Lagrangian is negative definite and, if we upgrade the
quantities involved in it so that they become field-theory
variables, m0→V(f), with V(f) a classical potential for the
scalar field f , and v2→] if] if , it corresponds to a negative
pressure
p5
1
2 V~f!lnS 12A12] if] if11A12] if] if D , ~2.12!
which is definite negative, and a positive energy density
r5
V~f!
A12] if] if
2p . ~2.13!
Thus, for a perfect fluid equation of state p5v(f)r , this
would again be somehow analogous to a tracking quintes-
sencelike field. Anyway, the simplest and most interesting
situation we have dealt with in this section corresponds to
the massless case where the consideration of the particles in
terms of the relativistic version of the classical Bohm’s
theory is enough to promote their corresponding subquantum
potential to the same status as that of a cosmological con-
stant. Therefore, if we adopt the interpretation considered in
this article, dark energy appears to at least partly correspond
to the overall work which is done by all particles along their
hidden trajectories associated through the Bohm interpreta-
tion with the essential quantum indeterminacy of the observ-
able matter in the Universe.
III. THE FIELD THEORY
In order to construct a field theory starting with the clas-
sical relation E22p21VSQ
2 5m0
2
, one should first integrate
Eq. ~2.3! to yield the Lagrangian in closed form,
L52m0E~x ,k !, ~3.1!2-3
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with
x5arcsinA12v2, k5A12 VSQ2
m0
2 . ~3.2!
The Lagrangian ~3.1! describes a relativistic particle with a
~one-dimensional! position q(t) and a mass m0 whose local
motion is causally disturbed by the presence of a subquan-
tum potential VSQ . One can now proceed to upgrading @14#
the particle theory into a field theory by promoting m0
→V(f) and v2→] if] if in Lagrangian ~3.1!. Thus, we ob-
tain
L52V~f!Ex~f!,k~f!, ~3.3!
in which
x~f!5arcsinA12] if] if , k~f!5A12 VSQ2V~f!2.
~3.4!
We shall restrict ourselves in Secs. III and IV to considering
the field-theoretic analogue to ‘‘effective’’ slower than light
relativistic particles filling a flat universe with the conven-
tional scalar field f having the potential V(f) as a source.
The evolution of that universe will be assumed to be speci-
fied so that the scale factor a(t) and its time derivatives
H(t)[(a˙ /a), . . . are all known functions of time t. For a
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker ~FRW! universe f(t ,x)
5f(t). Thus, our problem will be to determine f and hence
the potential for the scalar field V(f) as given functions of
the specified cosmic parameters H(t) and H˙ (t).
The Friedmann equations are
H25
8pG
3 rT ,
a¨
a
52
4pG
3 ~rT13pT!, ~3.5!
with rT5rob1rf the energy density for observable matter
plus dark energy, and pT the corresponding sum of pressures.
For a theory that generalizes the nonrelativistic description
of a single particle, that is, for a typical quintessence theory,
the field f(t) is defined by the conventional expressions
rf5
1
2f
˙
21V~f!, pf5
1
2f
˙
22V~f!. ~3.6!10351For the FRW universe the Lagrangian generalizing the
relativistic particle Lagrangian plus a subquantum potential
reduces to Eq. ~3.3! with
x~f˙ !5arcsinA12f˙ 2, k~f!5A12 VSQ2
Vf~ t !2.
~3.7!
In the limit VSQ→0, that Lagrangian becomes the
Lagrangian for the tachyon model @14,17,18#, i.e.,
L52V(f)A12f˙ 2, as should be expected. The pressure
and energy density for our field model to be used in Eq. ~3.5!
are no longer given by Eqs. ~3.6!, but the new ‘‘relativistic’’
expressions
pf52V~f!E~x ,k !, ~3.8!
rf5
V~f!A12@DV2~12f˙ 2!/V~f!2#f˙
A12f˙ 2
1V~f!E~x ,k !,
~3.9!
where DV25V(f)22VSQ2 . Notice that ~i! in the limit
VSQ→0 rf→V(f)/A12f˙ 2 and pf→V(f)A12f˙ 2, i.e.,
expressions that respectively correspond to the energy den-
sity and pressure in the tachyon model @14,17,18#; and ~ii!
the state-equation parameter v(t)5pf /rf derived from Eqs.
~3.8! and ~3.9! is generally larger than 21 and is therefore
associated with a dark-energy content which does not match
a cosmological constant. In any case, for a source with pa-
rameter v(t)5pf /rf , we must always have @17#
r˙ f
rf
523H~11v!5
2H˙
H . ~3.10!
Combining Eq. ~3.10! with the expression for v(t), we ob-
tain
A12@DV2~12f˙ 2!/V~f!2#f˙
A12@DV2~12f˙ 2!/V~f!2#f˙ 1E~x ,k !A12f˙ 2
52
2H˙
3H2
.
~3.11!
On the other hand, multiplying Eqs. ~3.8! and ~3.9! and using
Eq. ~3.10! and the Friedmann equation, one can deriveV~f!5
~3H2/8pG !~112H˙ /3H2!1/2
H FA12@DV2~12f˙ 2!/V~f!2#f˙A12f˙ 2 1E~x ,k !GE~x ,k !J
1/2 , ~3.12!2-4
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E~x ,k !52A12DV2~12f˙ 2!/V~f!2
12f˙ 2
f˙ S 11 3H22H˙ D .
~3.13!
Equations ~3.11! and ~3.12! would solve the problem
posed initially, that is, the problem of obtaining the field
potential in terms of the scalar field V(f) and the scalar field
in terms of time f(t). In fact, from the above equations we
can obtain a simpler expression for V(f˙ ) which is given by
V~f˙ !52F S 2H˙8pG D
2
2f˙ 2VSQ
2 GA12f˙ 2
f˙ 2
. ~3.14!
Now, by inserting V(f˙ ) into Eq. ~3.11! and integrating the
resulting expression over time t one would attain an expres-
sion for f(t). Reexpressing f(t) then as a function of f˙ (t)
and the given scale factor a(t), an expression for V(f) com-
patible with the original hypothesis could finally be obtained.
In principle, given any scale factor a(t), one can then obtain
V(t) and f(t), and hence the potential V(f) by using Eqs.
~3.11!, ~3.12!, and ~3.14!. However, these equations are very
complicated and cannot be immediately solved except for
certain limiting approximated cases. In what follows of this
section, we shall consider two such limiting cases where
these equations can be easily solved. First, if we let VSQ
→0, we immediately recover the tachyon-model expression
which was already dealt with by Padmanabhan @17#. If, on
the other hand, one lets V(f)2→VSQ2 , then we can derive
the approximate expressions
f˙
f˙ 1A12f˙ 2arcsinA12f˙ 2
.2
2H˙
3H2
,
V.
~3H2/8pG !~112H˙ /3H2!1/2~12f˙ 2!1/4
A~f˙ 1A12f˙ 2arcsinA12f˙ 2!arcsinA12f˙ 2
.
Restricting ourselves then to the late-time regime of slowly
varying field, f˙ →0, and nearly constant H, we finally get
f.2pE H˙ dt
3H2
, V.
3H2
4p2G S 11 2H˙3H2D→VSQ .
~3.15!
These values of f and V.VSQ are very similar indeed to
those of the tachyon model @14,17,18#. They are in fact ap-
proximately the same except for a factor p/2 in f and a
factor 2/p in V(t). If we finally consider a late universe with
power law expansion a5tn, then we get f.pt/3n1f0,
which results in a potential V(f).3/@12G(f2f0)2# .
IV. A COSMOLOGICAL MODEL
Let us consider in this section the observationally most
favored case of a spatially flat universe with Friedmann10351equations given by Eqs. ~3.5!. For our scalar field we have an
energy density and a pressure as given in Eqs. ~3.8! and
~3.9!, respectively. Writing the stress tensor in the perfect
fluid form shown by Eq. ~2.6! and four-velocity uk as ex-
pressed in Eq. ~2.8!, we can now uncover that the stress
tensor for the field f may be regarded as being the sum of a
pressureless dust component plus a vacuum cosmological-
constant-like component. This can most clearly be seen by
breaking up the energy density rf and pressure pf as
@14,18#: rf5rv1rDM , pf5pv1pDM , with
rv5V~f!E~x ,k !, rDM5
V~f!
A12f˙ 2
A12 DV2~12f˙ 2!
V~f!2
~4.1!
pv52V~f!E~x ,k !, pDM50, ~4.2!
where we note that vv5pv /rv521, so that dark energy
behaves like a cosmological constant.
The present description resembles that of generalized
Chaplygin gas models @12#, which likewise describe dark
matter and pure dark energy as the extreme limiting cases for
a single field at the highest and smallest densities, respec-
tively. In the present case, the choice in Eqs. ~4.1! and ~4.2!
allows us to write for early time
lim
t→0
@V~f!E~x ,k !#→0, ~4.3!
and therefore f˙ →61 as t→0. On the other hand, for
large t,
lim
t→‘
F V~f!A12f˙ 2A12 DV2~12f˙ 2!V~f!2 G→0, ~4.4!
which in turn implies that for V(f)Þ0, DV2(1
2f˙ 2)/V(f)2→1; that is, if for example V(f)2@VSQ , then
f˙ →0, thus matching the classical, slowly varying behavior
of a scalar field that characterizes quintessential models.
On the other hand, the action that couples the scalar field
f and the given observable matter fields to Hilbert-Einstein
gravity can be written as
S5E d4xA2gF R16pG 2V~f!E~x ,k !1LobG , ~4.5!
where Lob is the Lagrangian for the observable matter field
we should add to dark matter and energy in order to repre-
sent a realistic universe. The latter nongravitational compo-
nents, i.e., dark matter and dark energy, are both unitarily
described by just the scalar field f . We can now derive the
equation of motion for such a field in our cosmological con-
text to be2-5
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3F 3HA12~12f˙ 2!S 12 VSQ2V~f!2D
1A12f˙ 2S dV~f!V~f!df D
3S E~x ,k !V~f!22F~x ,k !VSQ2V~f!22VSQ2 D G , ~4.6!
where
F~x ,k !5FS arcsinA12f˙ 2,A12 VSQ2
V~f!2
D ~4.7!
is the elliptic integral of the first kind @16#, with the same
argument x and parameter k as the integral E(x ,k).
Inspection of Eq. ~4.6! leads us to notice that, as happens
in the tachyon theory @14,17,18#, the change of f˙ goes to
zero as it approaches 61 or, which is specific to the present
model, 6VSQ /@V(f)AVSQ2 /V(f)221# . In these cases the
equation of state for the field f is dustlike. Thus, at any
stage, if the field behaves like dust, it continues to do so for
a long time. Such a behavior persists for a duration that
depends on the closeness of f˙ to 61 or
6VSQ /@V(f)AVSQ2 /V(f)221# . The detailed behavior of
the field evolution would depend on the shape of the poten-
tial used. On the other hand, the change of f˙ goes to infinity
as it approaches zero. In that case, it can be checked that the
energy density rv52pv should be given in terms of the
complete elliptic integral of the second kind @16#, Ek
5A12VSQ2 /V(f)2, while rDM is given by VSQ .
Even for the simplest possible potentials, the solutions to
Eq. ~4.6! and the associated Friedmann equation is rather a
cumbersome task. Numerical calculations are left for future
work.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have developed the essential, preliminary
aspects of a new field theory and its application to cosmol-
ogy. It is based on the novel idea that vacuum fields can
correspond to an upgrading of the Lagrangian of the quan-
tum relativistic description of a single particle, as interpreted
in terms of the ‘‘classical’’ subquantum potential, to a scalar
field theory. Some rather heuristic arguments were first ad-
vanced that led to the interpretation that the field-theory La-
grangian approximately becomes the subquantum potential
in the limit of small values of the field potential and the
largest values of the kinetic term. In what follows we shall
comment on this reduction process from which we can de-
duce that the equation of state for dark energy at that limit is
p52r; i.e., the equation of state for a pure cosmological
constant whose dynamics is fully hidden. A brief classical10351description of the full field theory is then carried out. This
leads us to formulate the way in which the potential for the
scalar field can be obtained in a cosmological context where
the universe is spatially flat. Some cosmic predictions are
discussed afterward based on the formulation of the equation
of motion for the scalar field.
We shall now consider a couple of limiting cases from the
full field theory developed in Secs. III and IV. We first derive
the approximate form of the Lagrangian when we let V(f)
→0, f˙ →61, keeping VSQ nonzero. This case was already
considered starting directly from an approximate expression
for the classical momentum by using heuristic arguments.
We shall check that the results obtained in Sec. II are again
obtained by using Eq. ~3.1!. In fact, if VSQ
2 @V(f)2, the
Lagrangian in Eq. ~3.1! can be written as
L52VSQFES VSQV~f! x ,k D
1ksnSA12f˙ 2 VSQV~f! ,k D cd SA12f˙ 2 VSQV~f! ,k D G ,
~5.1!
where
k5A12 V~f!2
VSQ
2 ~5.2!
and sn and cd are elliptic functions @16#. Now, in the limit
A12f˙ 2→0 and V(f)→0 the Lagrangian ~5.1! reduces to
L.2VSQF sinSA12f˙ 2VSQV~f! D 2tanhSA12f˙ 2VSQV~f! D G ,
~5.3!
which can be written as L;2VSQ since A12f˙ 2/V(f) is an
indeterminate quantity. Consistency of this and the results to
follow is ensured by checking that, in fact, as one lets
VSQ→0 the Lagrangian of the tachyon theory @14,17,18#,
L52V(f)A12f˙ 2, is recovered from Eq. ~3.1!. The result
in Eq. ~5.2! can again be derived in the limit where V(f)
→VSQ ; that is,
L.2VSQ arcsinA12f˙ 2, ~5.4!
if one considers a slowly varying field such that f˙ →0. Thus,
we again get L.2VSQ and hence once again p.2VSQ ,
r.VSQ , corresponding to a cosmological constant with state
equation parameter v521. If, instead of f˙ →0, we had
taken f˙ →61, then a new field theory similar to tachyon
theory but with the potential V(f) replaced with the sub-
quantum potential VSQ would have been obtained.
Consider finally the hypothetical case where f˙ 2.1. If we
then rotate the field-theory potential V(f) to purely imagi-
nary values so that V(f)→iW(f), then the Lagrangian
takes the form2-6
SUBQUANTUM DARK ENERGY PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 103512 ~2004!L~f!52W~f!FE~y ,g!2F~y ,g!
2Af˙ 221S 11 ~f˙ 221 !VSQ2
f˙ 2W~f!2
D G , ~5.5!
with
y5arctanAf˙ 221, g5 VSQV~f! , ~5.6!
and F(y ,g) again being the elliptic integral of the first kind.
Clearly, in the limit VSQ→0, we get what one could denote
as a tachyon field theory from tachyonic particles for which
L.W~f!Af˙ 221, ~5.7!
and hence
p.W~f!Af˙ 221, r.
W~f!
Af˙ 221
. ~5.8!
Note that in this case the pressure associated with the scalar
field is positive as that field must now be a superluminarly
varying field and therefore f˙ 2/2.W(f).
Before closing, I will add some comments which may be
helpful for a better understanding of some points of this pa-
per. First of all, we ought to notice that, in addition to the
limiting case where v→61 and m0→0, one should apply
the Bohm interpretation and the upgrading procedure to
vacuum massive particles. In that case, too, the existence of
a positive pressure making the universe viable may be en-
sured by providing in a quite natural way the observable
Lagrangian Lob in the action ~4.5! with a suitable equation of
state. A mutual balance between such a positive pressure and
the negative pressure pf would naturally arise as a conse-
quence from the comparison between the equations of mo-
tion for the observable matter fields and Eqs. ~4.1!, ~4.2!, and
~4.6!. What one would conventionally expect from that com-
parison is that, after passing through a pressureless regime10351with f dark matter at the earliest universe, this would be-
come dominated first by a positive-pressure regime with ob-
servable energy and then by the negative-pressure late dark-
energy f regime after reaching the coincidence time @19#.
In principle, there are two possible interpretations for field
f . On the one hand, f could be viewed as the ‘‘classical’’
field which arises from the hidden dynamics that led to the
apparent quantum behavior of all particles and cosmic fields,
including the cosmic microwave background. If such an in-
terpretation is accepted, then there would not be anything
like dark energy. On the other hand, the field f could also be
regarded as making up the real stuff for the existing dark
energy. Although the former interpretation might perhaps be
accommodated in the limiting case where f˙ 561, V(f)
50, the latter view appears to be more general and conve-
nient.
In the general case where V(f)Þ0, obviously the evolu-
tion of the universe cannot be dissociated from V(f). Thus,
the general and limiting models discussed in this paper can
all be tested by following the evolution of the energy density
and pressure that is predicted by specifying V(f) according
to Eqs. ~3.11! and ~3.12! for the general case, or to limiting
expressions such as, e.g., those in Eqs. ~3.14!. Determining
the potential V(f) in this way will allow us to check, more-
over, the extent to which the models with f˙ Þ61 of Sec. II
share some characteristics of tracking quintessence fields. It
remains an open question, however, to see whether or not the
general model suggested in this paper might add to a pos-
sible solution to the coincidence time problem @19#.
It is finally noted that, even though a model involving a
modification of the relativistic point particle quantum
energy-momentum relation and its conversion into a classical
field theory relationship looks more complicated than other
models for dark energy, it contains some of those simpler
models as limiting cases and shows a much wider applica-
bility.
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